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Abstract

Although lightning discharge is not the only source or only physical phenomenon that affects the Schumann resonances, they

have the highest contribution to the Schumann resonances oscillating between the ground the ionosphere. Schumann resonances

are predicted through several different numerical models such as the transmission-line matrix model or partially uniform knee

model. Here we report a different prediction method for Schumann resonances derived from the first principle fundamental

physics combining both particle radiation patterns and the mathematical concept of the Golden ratio. This prediction allows

the physical understanding of where Schumann resonances originate from radiation emitted by a particle that involves many

frequencies that are not related to Schumann resonances. In addition, this method allows to predict the wave propagation

direction of each frequency value in the Schumann frequency spectrum. Particles accelerated by lightning leader tip electric

fields are capable of contributing most of the Schumann resonances. The radiation pattern of a single particle consists of many

frequencies that there are only specific ones within this pattern that contribute to the Schumann radiation. Vast majority of

Schumann resonances distribute quite nicely obeying the Golden ratio interval. This property used in conjunction with the

full single-particle radiation patterns also revealed that high-frequency forward-backward peaking radiation patterns as well

as low-frequency radiation patterns can contribute to Schumann resonances. Moreover, this also allows to locate them on

the full radiation pattern. Furthermore, theoretical analysis using Golden ratio spiral predicts that there are more Schumann

resonances in high frequency forward-backward peaking radiation pattern of relativistic particle than low frequency dipole

radiation pattern.
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Key Points:5

• Located total of two Schumann resonant frequencies in the outer parts of the Dipole6

and Distorted Dipole radiation patterns.7

• Located total of six Schumann resonant frequencies in the centre of the Forward-8

Backward radiation pattern.9

• Relativistic particles radiate three-four times more Schumann resonant frequen-10

cies than non-relativistic particles.11
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Abstract12

Although lightning discharge is not the only source or only physical phenomenon that13

affects the Schumann resonances, they have the highest contribution to the Schumann14

resonances oscillating between the ground the ionosphere. Schumann resonances are pre-15

dicted through several different numerical models such as the transmission-line matrix16

model or partially uniform knee model. Here we report a different prediction method for17

Schumann resonances derived from the first principle fundamental physics combining both18

particle radiation patterns and the mathematical concept of the Golden ratio. This pre-19

diction allows the physical understanding of where Schumann resonances originate from20

radiation emitted by a particle that involves many frequencies that are not related to21

Schumann resonances. In addition, this method allows to predict the wave propagation22

direction of each frequency value in the Schumann frequency spectrum. Particles accel-23

erated by lightning leader tip electric fields are capable of contributing most of the Schu-24

mann resonances. The radiation pattern of a single particle consists of many frequen-25

cies that there are only specific ones within this pattern that contribute to the Schumann26

radiation. Vast majority of Schumann resonances distribute quite nicely obeying the Golden27

ratio interval. This property used in conjunction with the full single-particle radiation28

patterns also revealed that high-frequency forward-backward peaking radiation patterns29

as well as low-frequency radiation patterns can contribute to Schumann resonances. More-30

over, this also allows to locate them on the full radiation pattern. Furthermore, theo-31

retical analysis using Golden ratio spiral predicts that there are more Schumann reso-32

nances in high frequency forward-backward peaking radiation pattern of relativistic par-33

ticle than low frequency dipole radiation pattern.34

Plain Language Summary35

Particles emit radiation in different shapes. These radiation shapes consist of many36

different frequencies. However, certain frequencies are capable of oscillating between the37

ionosphere and the ground and these are called Schumann Resonances which is discov-38

ered by German physicist Winfried Otto Schumann. These Schumann frequencies dis-39

tinguish from each other with the multiples of a special number 1.618 which is called the40

Golden ratio. By using this property of Schumann resonances, every Schumann frequency41

can be located on every single particle’s radiation pattern. This enables to predict which42

of the many Schumann resonances would dominate as well as their wave propagation di-43

rection.44

1 Introduction45

Most of the Schumann resonances are generated by lightning discharges. They travel46

around the world between the ground and the ionosphere. Schumann resonances first47

predicted by the Schumann (Schumann, 01 Feb. 1952) and detected and experimentally48

proven to be associated by lightning discharges in 1960 (Balser & Wagner, 1960). This49

information is also used to work backward and determine lightning activity by measur-50

ing the variations in Schumann Resonance in the ionosphere (“Long-term periodical vari-51

ations in global lightning activity deduced from the Schumann resonance monitoring”,52

1999). Schumann Resonances detected between the ground, and the ionosphere ranges53

from 5 to 30 Hz (Heckman et al., 1998). Schumann resonances vary as a result of light-54

ning discharges and cosmic particles (Protons) coming from Solar flares. These Schumann55

variations were measured by YS station in China, and their horizontal magnetic field com-56

ponent was found to vary and increase by 0.1 to 0.2 Hz. Whereas, vertical magnetic field57

component decreases by ∼ 0.6 Hz (Zhou & Qiao, 2015). In addition, lower frequency within58

the Schumann resonance spectrum is sensitive and subject to variations mainly due to59

as a result of observation distance from the source (Ondrášková et al., 2007). Schumann60

resonances are predicted with numerical methods such as the partially uniform knee model61
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(Pechony & Price, 2004) or with the Transmission Line Matrix model (Morente et al.,62

2003). When the peak values in a simulated spectrum of Schumann resonance are an-63

alyzed, vast majority of the peaks that represent Schumann resonances are scaled with64

the Golden ratio (Price, 2016, p.4 , Figure 2). In addition, this is also true with the vast65

majority of Schumann resonance measurements (Price, 2016, p. 5 , Figure 4). This pa-66

per introduces a novel method in locating Schumann resonances on different radiation67

patterns of a single particle. When used, for instance, with Monte Carlo simulation, it68

could help understand the generation and variations in magnitudes of the frequencies69

of the Schumann resonances that are observed by experiments. This enables to predict70

the most dominant and frequent of Schumann resonances out of many.71

2 Theory of Golden Ratio Schumann Resonances Locations on a Ra-72

diation Pattern73

The Golden ratio is a ratio that can be found to apply to many geometries in na-74

ture, maths, and the music. For instance, dividing two consecutive numbers in a Fibonacci75

sequence always results in a Golden ratio which has a value of ∼1.618. In addition, spi-76

ral arms of the Milky Way galaxy, or snail shells.77

Knowing that most of the Schumann resonant frequencies scale with the Golden78

ratio has an important application that allows them to be located on a radiation pat-79

tern. Not all frequency ranges in a single radiation pattern can oscillate between the ground80

and the ionosphere. Therefore, by locating these Schumann resonant frequencies in a sin-81

gle radiation pattern, and transforming this single-particle Schumann resonance infor-82

mation to a multiple particle Schumann resonance with a Monte Carlo simulation, the83

overall magnitude, and frequency range of Schumann resonance can be predicted.84

Property of a Golden spiral Gs [m] is that it expands at a Golden ratio and it is85

given in polar coordinates as86

Gs = aebθn,β (1)

Where constant expansion rate ”b” [rad−1] of a spiral is Golden ratio given as b =87

ln( 1+
√

5
2 ) 2

π . In addition, θn,β [rad] is the Solid angle which gives information about the88

radiation intensity around an accelerated single particle.89

The initial length ”a [m]” of a spiral is chosen such that it intersects as many points90

as possible on a given radiation pattern. Choosing a bigger spiral length than the radi-91

ation pattern could lead to missing intersection points between the Golden spiral and92

the radiation pattern, hence the Schumann resonances.93
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3 Results94

In this section, the Golden spiral given by equation 1 is plotted on the main sin-95

gle particle radiation pattern of Dipole, distorted dipole, and forward-backward peak-96

ing. The spiral was set to expand with a Golden ratio from the point zero of origin rep-97

resenting 0 Hz frequency, and to locate Schumann resonances on the radiation pattern98

of the single-particle which also scales and progresses with Golden ratio. Referred ra-99

diation patterns were predicted and presented in the previous publication called ”Asym-100

metric Backward Peaking Radiation Pattern from a Relativistic Particle Accelerated by101

Lightning Leader Tip Electric Field”, (Yucemoz & Füllekrug, 2020).102

Afterward, small Golden rectangles are drawn tangent to Golden spiral by mov-103

ing and expanding section by section in the outward direction. The length of the ver-104

tical side to the horizontal side of a Golden rectangle is the Golden ratio. This is same105

as saying the midpoint of a vertical side to the midpoint of a horizontal side also scales106

with the Golden ratio. This is true for any correlated identical point on vertical and hor-107

izontal sides of the Golden rectangle. All in all, to identify two-point as Schumann res-108

onance, one of the points must be associated with the vertical side of the Golden rect-109

angle, and the other point to the horizontal side. When this requirement is satisfied, two-110

points are related to each other with a Golden ratio. This property makes them a good111

candidate for being the Schumann resonances.112
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Figure 1. Figure 1 displays three important different types of main radiation patterns where other patterns are

just the derivatives from the main radiation patterns. Each point on the graphs is named A, B, C, D... starting

from the origin and expanding with the spiral. Like Fibonacci sequences, Schumann resonances distinguishes

from each other with the Golden ratio. The Golden spiral expands with a magnitude of Golden ratio.

Radiation patterns consists of different frequency ranges. This frequency range widens as the particle becomes

relativistic. Therefore, it is important to understand the source of Schumann resonances and locate their position

on a radiation pattern. Towards the center of the radiation pattern, radiation frequency decreases. Hence, as

the Schumann resonances are low-frequency waves, the Golden spiral has to start from the origin of 0 Hz and

progressively expand with a Golden ratio to help locate Schumann resonances. Afterward, Golden rectangle forms tangent

around any section of the Golden spiral provided every side of the Golden rectangle is tangent to the Golden spiral.

To confirm a point as a Schumann resonance, two points must have a Golden ratio, and the one must occur

on the vertical, and the other must occur on the horizontal side of the Golden rectangle. In addition, figure 1a and 1b

are low-frequency radiation patterns and have Schumann resonances on the edges. Whereas, figure 1c is a high

frequency radiation pattern and have Schumann resonances at the center of the radiation pattern where the frequency is

low. All in all, the Golden spiral approach displays a good prediction performance. It does not predict Schumann

resonances at the outer parts of the high-frequency radiation pattern 1c, which would contradict with them being

Schumann resonance, as Schumann resonance is a low-frequency wave.

–5–
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Energy values of each Schumann point and their relation to each other in Figure 1a

Schumann Reso-
nance Point

Radiation radiation intensity ”I” [Js−1 ]
per emitted angular wave frequency ”ω”
[rads−1 ] per Solid angle ”Ω” [rad] dI

dωdΩ

A ∼ 1.456 × 10−27

B ∼ 1.865 × 10−27

C ∼ 3.159 × 10−27

Table 1. Values of Schumann points B and C and Golden ratio of C to B in figure 1a.

Energy values of each Schumann point and their relation to each other in Figure 1b.

Schumann Reso-
nance Point

Radiation radiation intensity ”I” [Js−1 ]
per emitted angular wave frequency ”ω”
[rads−1 ] per Solid angle ”Ω” [rad] dI

dωdΩ

A ∼ 5.428 × 10−25

B ∼ 6.080 × 10−25

C ∼ 9.532 × 10−25

Table 2. Values of Schumann points B and C and Golden ratio of C to B in figure 1b.

Energy values of each Schumann point and their relation to each other in Figure 1c.

Schumann Reso-
nance Point

Radiation radiation intensity ”I” [Js−1 ]
per emitted angular wave frequency ”ω”
[rads−1 ] per Solid angle ”Ω” [rad] dI

dωdΩ

A ∼ 2.15 × 10−26

B ∼ 3.54 × 10−26

C ∼ 5.632 × 10−26

D ∼ 9.483 × 10−26

E ∼ 1.454 × 10−25

F ∼ 2.217 × 10−25

G ∼ 3.390 × 10−25

Table 3. Values of Schumann points A, B, C, D, E and F. Golden ratio of B to A, C to B, D

to C, F to E and G to F in figure 1c.

As can be seen in Tables 1 and 2 of Figures 1a and 1b, point A is excluded from113

being a Schumann resonance. Point A does not form a couple with any other point on114

Golden square vertical and horizontal edges with a Golden ratio.115
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4 Discussion & Conclusion116

As can be seen from figure 1c, the Golden Spiral and Golden rectangle approach117

haven’t predicted any Schumann resonances at the outer parts of the high-frequency forward-118

backward radiation pattern. All the Schumann resonances for the high-frequency radi-119

ation pattern figure 1c was predicted to occur in the center of the forward-backward ra-120

diation pattern where the frequency (Directly related with radiation intensity) of the ra-121

diated wave is at the minimums. This indicates a good sign that the prediction method122

is quite reliable as Schumann resonances are low frequency and not high-frequency waves.123

Example radiation patterns presented in figure 1c could have different radiation124

intensities. However, this does not change the predicted locations of the Schumann res-125

onances in figures 1a, 1b, and 1c as these Schumann points rely on the ratio of the ra-126

diation intensity values of the two points, which would change accordingly at the same127

rate to preserve the Golden ratio.128
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